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Abstract
Given the attention drawn since several decades by arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) as potential biological alternatives to chemicals in a low-input agriculture, much effort has been spent in
the investigation of mechanisms influencing the dynamics inside AMF communities. In the present
study we evaluated the influence of different crop rotations on the AMF soil community, after a 50
y long-term field experiment established at Martonvásár, Hungary. Four types of crop rotation
were chosen for sampling: corn monocropping, corn-alfalfa, corn-wheat, and corn-spring barleypeas-wheat. Community composition of AMF in soil was analyzed with a molecular approach amplifying a portion of 28S rDNA. The crop rotation practice didn’t show an influence on identity of
the species composing AMF assemblages, but on the other hand seemed to affect positively the
true diversity, defined as number of MOTUs present in the communities.
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1. Introduction
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) are obligate root symbionts which establish associations with the majority
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of land plant species [1]. Most of agricultural crops have the potential to host AMF with productivity benefits
derived from improved nutrient uptake, in particular phosphate. Furthermore AM fungi can provide increased
resistance to soil pathogens and to abiotic stresses such as drought, salinity and heavy metal toxicity, and contribute in improving soil structure [2]-[4]. Due to the high value for agricultural ecosystem functioning and sustainability, AM fungi have drawn the attention for several decades as biological alternatives to chemicals in
low-input agriculture [5].
For a profitable capitalization of these symbiota a better understanding of which mechanisms influence the
dynamics inside an AMF community is therefore required. Particular attention has been given to the factors
provoking reduction of AMF diversity with consequent limitation of complementary benefits provided by different AMF species or genotypes. Chemical fertilization and, above all, high phosphorus levels do not favor a
wide AMF community because these conditions can suppress root colonization and thus growth of AMF [6].
Furthermore also other agricultural practices like mechanical disturbance and pesticide application can affect the
occurrence of AMF, impacting soil biological activity [7] [8]. Most of AMF community analyses have been exclusively focused on roots, without considering that the extra-radical phase is at least as important as the intraradical mycelia for the nutrient supply of the host plant [9].
Crop rotation is an agronomic practice that exhibits general beneficial aspects associated with maintenance or
improvement of soil fertility, reduction in erosion potential and in the build-up of pests and decreased reliance
on agricultural chemicals. The effects of crop rotation on the AMF communities are still partially investigated
and most of the available data concern morphological aspects as rate of roots colonization and spore abundance
[10] [11], in general affected by the identity of host plants involved in the rotation.
In the present work we propose to compare, by means of molecular tools, the effect of different crop rotation
practices on the biodiversity and structure of the resident soil AMF communities.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Site and Sampling
The sampling site was located at Martonvásár (47˚21'N, 18˚49'E), Hungary, where an experimental field was
established in 1958 by the Agricultural Research Institute of the Hungarian Research Academy of Sciences. The
area was marked by continental climate with an annual rainfall average up to 539 mm and an annual temperature
average of 10.6˚C (data between 1958 and 2008). The soil was classified as humus loam of the chernozem type
with forest residues (21% clay, 48% silt and 18% sand content), slightly acidic in the ploughed layer (pH 6 - 7),
with poor supplies of available phosphorus and good supplies of potassium. The experimental area was split into
small parcels (14 × 7 m) for the different agricultural land use systems in relation to the crop rotation type. Each
parcel was characterized by a conventional annual tillage of 20-cm depth and by receiving no fertilization year
after year. Weeds and insects were controlled by pesticide treatments as Force (tephlutrine 1.2 lha−1), Acenit A
880 EC (acetochlore 2.0 lha−1), and a combination of Motivell (nicosulfuron) + Cambio (dicamba + bentason) +
Dach HC surfactant (0.8 + 2.0 + 0.6 ha−1) used since 1995 as pre-sowing, pre-emergence, and post-emergence
treatments, respectively.
Four crop rotation systems were chosen for sampling: maize monoculture (C1), maize and legume (C3: 3 y
alfalfa and 5 y maize), maize and wheat (C5: 2 y maize and 2 y wheat), Norfolk type rotation (C7: 1 y maize, 1 y
spring barley, 1 y pea, 1 y wheat). Two parcels for each rotation system, at least 40 m distant, were used for
sampling.
Three soil cores (~5 × 5 × 30 cm) were randomly collected from each parcel on June 2012. In total 24 soil
samples were collected (4 rotation systems × 2 parcels × 3 soil cores).

2.2. Molecular Analyses
DNA extraction from 0.5 g of soil samples was performed using a FastDNA Spin for Soil Kit (Q-BIOgene, Heidelberg, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
Amplification of LSU fragments (portion of 28S rDNA) was achieved by means of a nested approach with
Phusion High Fidelity DNA Polymerase (Fermentas), using LR1 (5ʹ-GCATATCAATAAGCGGAGGA-3ʹ) and
NDL22 (5ʹ-TGGTCCGTGTTTCAAGACG-3ʹ) as outer primers [12] [13] in combination with the inner primers
28G1 (5ʹ-CATGGAGGGTGAGAATCCCG-3ʹ) and 28G2 (5ʹ-CCATTACGTCAACATCCTTAACG-3ʹ), specific
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for arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi [14]. PCR was carried out in 40 ul final volume, in a reaction mix according to
Phusion High Fidelity DNA Polymerase protocol. Annealing temperatures (62˚C for the first PCR and 67˚C for
the nested PCR) were calculated using the Tm calculator and instructions on Fermentas website
(http://www.thermoscientific.com/pcrwebtools). PCR products of the expected size (~585 bp) were purified
from agarose gel with GFX PCR DNA and Gel Band Purification Kit (GE Healthcare). Fragments were cloned
into CloneJet PCR Cloning Kit (Fermentas) and transformed into Escherichia coli DH5α. Positive transformants
were checked by PCR with 28G1-28G2 for the presence and size of the insert. Twenty positive clones per transformation (480 clones totally) were sent to Beckman Coulter Genomics (United Kingdom) for plasmid extraction and sequencing.

2.3. Editing, Phylogenetic Analysis and Rarefaction Curves
Sequence similarities were determined using the BLASTn sequence similarity search tool provided by GenBank.
Sequences were also checked for chimeras using the “chimera.slayer” command in Mothur v.1.33.3 [15]. Only
sequences belonging to Glomeromycota were selected for the subsequent analyses and the others were discarded.
Sequence editing was conducted manually using MEGA 6.06 and Chromas Lite 2.01. The sequences were deposited at the National Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) GenBank with accession numbers KM879479KM879872.
LSU sequences were aligned through the CIPRES web-portal with MAFFT on XSEDE and clustered by Mothur into Molecular Operational Taxonomic Units (MOTUs) at the conventional 97% similarity level, adopted
for the definition of a microbial “species” [16]. The representative sequences (“get.oturep” command in Mothur)
for each MOTU were used to identify by BLAST reference sequences for phylogenetic analyses.
MEGA 4.0 software assessing Kimura-2p model as distance method and 1000 replicates of non-parametric
bootstrap-ping was used to construct a neighbor-joining (NJ) consensus tree. Rarefaction curves, non-parametric richness indices (ACE and Chao1) and Shannon diversity index were estimated with Mothur in order to
analyze the α-diversity of AMF community in each crop rotation trial.

2.4. Statistical Analyses
The obtained data about MOTU distribution were subjected to principal component analysis (PCA) and common components coefficients, eigenvalues and the proportion of the total variance expressed by each single
MOTU were calculated. For the analyses the sequences were clustered also in MOTUs with 94% and 90% as
cutoff of similarity to highlight possible effects at taxonomic rank above species level. The scree plot was used
to select the components most relevant for the ordination analysis. Correlations between MOTUs and each principal component were calculated, and those having an absolute value >0.5 were considered relevant [17]. A
Hierarchical Clustering on Principal Components (HCPC) analysis was performed to define a set of clusters
based on MOTUs identified. The cluster analysis was performed only on the most significant PCA components,
with the remaining minor ones considered to represent noise. Only dimensions having an eigenvalue >1 (Kaiser’s method) were considered. The hierarchical clustering was performed according to the Ward criterion, based
on variance evaluation (inertia) as well as on the principal component method. The above analyses were implemented with R software.
Canonical Correspondence Analysis (CCA) was run using PAST version 2.16 to relate the abundance of phylospecies to environmental variables. In the assay the pH, humus percentage, total nitrogen, calcium, phosphorus
and potassium content of the soil were taken in account.

3. Results and Discussion
DNA was extracted successfully from all the soil samples with an average yield of 36 ng·ul−1. All soil DNA
samples gave positive PCR products after the nested amplification. Overall 480 clones were sequenced and, after BLASTn analyses, 394 AMF sequences (82%) were obtained for further analyses. The primer 28G1-28G2
proved to be highly specific because only 1% of sequences was found to correspond to non-AMF species. According to the BLASTn results 100% of AMF sequences belonged to the former Glomus group A, corresponding
to the family of Glomeraceae in the classification by Redecker et al. [18]. This outcome could be explained by
the predominance of Glomeraceae in arable system due to their disturbance-tolerant and opportunistic behavior
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[19].
AMF sequences were clustered, after editing, in 26 MOTUs by Mothur, ranked according to the abundance of
sequences (Table 1). The representative sequences for each MOTU were used to build a phylogenetic tree (Figure 1) with the reference sequences identified by BLASTn.
Considering the relative abundance of the MOTUs and their position in the phylogenetic tree, 43% of sequences belonged to Rhizophagus-Sclerocystis clade (former Glomus Group Ab), 31% to Funneliformis-Septoglomus clade (former Glomus Group Aa) while the remaining 23% to Glomus species of uncertain affiliation
clustering basal in the Glomeraceae. The latter are very common in environmental studies [20] and probably
represent separate genera that cannot yet be defined due to rare or lacking sporulation [21] [22]. The two most
abundant MOTUs, representing together about 26% of total AMF sequences, belonged phylogenetically to the
Rhizophagus irregularis clade. Such species is known to be widespread generalists, detected in a range of habitats, colonizing a number of different plant species [23]. Supporting the generalist behavior, the two MOTUs
were found in all the treatments. The second phylotype in order of abundance (about 12% of total sequences)
was Funneliformis mosseae (MOTU 03, 17, 24, 25) present as well in all the rotation systems in both parcels.
Funneliformis mosseae was found to have a global distribution, potentially related to its spread and successful
adaptation to agricultural conditions [24].
Other MOTUs well represented, as MOTU 04 related to Glomus cf. diaphanum, MOTUs 05 and 06 related to
Glomus species of uncertain affiliation, and MOTU 07 related to Septoglomus viscosum, didn’t show a distribution among all the treatments (considering both parcels) neither were found to be characteristic of specific rotation systems.
A Canonical Correlation Analysis was performed to verify whether the differences in composition and structure of the AMF assemblages could be due to the soil properties. However, no significant correlation was found
(P = 0.8). A Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was performed to investigate a correlation between crop rotation types and relative AMF communities detected. When the analysis was carried out using the MOTUs with 97%
of similarity cutoff as input, no correlation was found (Figure 2).
The analysis was repeated using MOTUs with 94% and 90% of similarity cutoff to seek a possible effect of
crop rotation system on the AMF communities at a taxonomic rank above species level. In both cases the PCA
and the hierarchical clustering did not highlighted a correlation between treatments and the related AMF assemblages (data not shown). The lack of correlation could be related to the findings of several studies where, beside
niche-based mechanisms [7] [25], was emphasized the importance of stochastic-neutral processes involved in
the shaping of AMF communities [26] [27].
The rarefaction curves (Figure 3), non-parametric richness (ACE and Chao1) and Shannon diversity indices
were estimated for the two parcels of each rotation type (Table 2). In maize monoculture (C1-1 and C1-2) and in
the first parcel of maize-wheat rotation (C5-1) the curves were close to reach the asymptote while in the first
Table 1. Relative abundance of MOTUs described for each rotation type and parcel. In the first row above, in bold, are indicated the MOTUs (M1, M2...), in the first column on the left the rotation type and parcel. C1: maize monoculture; C3: rotation maize-legume; C5: rotation maize wheat; C7: Norfolk type rotation. The MOTU 18 - 26 are not represented because of
the low number of sequences. The values of abundance per each parcel are given in percentage on the total number of sequences available for the parcel.
M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

M9

M10

M11

M12

M13

M14

M15

M16

M17

C1-1

10.4

14.6

2.1

0

0

0

33.3

0

0

16.7

4.2

4.2

0

2.1

0

0

0

C1-2

5.7

11.3

3.8

15.1

0

47.2

0

5.7

0

0

9.4

0

0

0

0

1.9

0

C3-1

0

14

4

4

18

0

8

10

0

4

0

18

14

0

0

0

0

C3-2

2.3

11.6

0

44.2

27.9

0

0

2.3

0

0

0

0

0

0

4.7

0

2.3

C5-1

35.2

3.7

5.6

0

20.4

0

1.9

5.6

0

0

3.7

0

0

3.7

1.9

3.7

0

C5-2

7.5

30

2.5

0

0

0

2.5

22.5

0

0

5

0

0

15

10

2.5

0

C7-1

0

2.1

68.1

0

2.1

0

2.1

0

0

12.8

0

0

4.3

0

0

2.1

4.3

C7-2

37.3

13.6

3.4

10.2

0

0

1.7

0

28.8

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.7

1.7
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85
77

85 MOTU 21 (3)
100
HF970211.1 Unc. Septoglomus
98
KF060306.1 Septoglomus africanum
MOTU 07 (24)
100 HF548860.1 Septoglomus viscosum
100 MOTU 08 (21)
HM216032.1 Unc. Glomus GLO AL49
MOTU 14 (9)
99
HM216118.1 Unc. Glomus GLO AL54
100
100 MOTU 09 (17)
AF396799.1 Funneliformis caledonium
100 MOTU 03 (43)
76
DQ469129.1 Funneliformis mosseae
100
MOTU 25 (1)
MOTU 24 (1)
61
MOTU 17 (4)
88
100 AY639278.1 Funneliformis mosseae
FR750526.1 Glomus macrocarpum
100 MOTU 05 (33)
90
HM216155.1 Unc. Glomus GLO AL55
MOTU 22 (2)
98
HM216010.1 Unc. Glomus GLO AL43
99
MOTU 10 (16)
100
100 AB561102.1 Unc. glomeromycete
MOTU 06 (25)
HE794038.1 Glomus sp. PB
99
100
MOTU 19 (4)
AB665510.1 Unc. glomeromycete
100
MOTU 23 (2)
97
HE775312.1 Unc. glomeromycete
100
MOTU 13 (9)
93
HE858415.1 Unc. glomeromycete
MOTU 15 (7)
77
100 EU379997.1 Unc. glomeromycete
100 MOTU 04 (35)
DQ469115.1 Glomus cf. diaphanum
100
MOTU 12 (11)
67
FJ461846.1 Sclerocystis sinuosa
MOTU 18 (4)
HE775323.1 Unc. Rhizophagus
100
97 MOTU 11 (11)
99
99
FR750073.1 Rhizophagus sp. MUCL 46100
MOTU 26 (1)
FR750127.1 Rhizophagus intraradices
91
100 MOTU 01 (53)
AJ854619.1 Rhizophagus sp. MUCL 43206
MOTU 16 (6)
94
MOTU 02 (48)
81
100 HE817882.1 Rhizophagus irregularis
MOTU 20 (4)
GQ149206.1 Unc. glomeromycete
100
HQ857040.1 Claroideoglomus claroideum

0.05

Figure 1. Neighbor-joining tree showing the phylogenetic relationships among MOTUs and reference sequences (25) selected from GenBank. Numbers next the nodes indicate the bootstrap values (above 60%,
1000 replicates) of the neighbor-joining analysis. Numbers in brackets indicate the sequences clustering in
the MOTUs. Claroideoglomus claroideum HQ857040.1 was used to root the tree.

parcel of maize-legume rotation (C3-1) all the MOTUs predicted by the non-parametric richness estimators ACE
and Chao1 had been collected by the sampling effort. On the contrary in the Norfolk type rotation (C7) less than
the 60% of MOTUs predicted resulted represented by the sequences analyzed.
The true diversity, measured as effective number of taxa [28], rather than Shannon index, might highlight better a hypothetical influence of the crops succession on the AMF community. AMF are characterized in fact by
different strategies of root colonization and development of extraradical mycelium [29] in addiction to seasonality and rate of sporulation [11]. Considering for example the small amount of soil used in the DNA extraction
the presence of few spores (high content of DNA) could modify easily the relative abundance of the MOTUs
detected in the further analysis and then the Shannon index calculated on the basis of composition and relative
abundance of the species. According to number of MOTUs estimated, the diversity decreased from maize mo-
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Figure 2. PCA scores for rotation treatments. The PCA scree plot showed that 62.23% of the
overall variation was captured by the first three principal components (PC’s). The first PC explained 24.9% of the variance while the second PC explained 19.68% of the variance. The
analyses, performed using MOTUs with 97% of similarity as cutoff, shows that the parcels
from the same treatment do not tend to cluster together. The circles comprise parcels of similar
AMF assemblages according to the cluster analysis.

Figure 3. Rarefaction curves showing the sequences sampling effort of this study at a molecular operational taxonomic unit (MOTU) threshold level of 97% sequence similarity. Open and
closed circles represent MOTUs detected in C1-1 and C1-2 respectively (maize monoculture),
open triangles and asterisks represent MOTUs in C3-1 and C3-2 (maize-legume), open squares
and crosses the MOTUs in C5-1 and C5-2 (maize-wheat), close triangles and dashes the MOTUs in C7-1 and C7-2 (Norfolk type).

noculture (C1), with 8.2 - 10.7 MOTUs predicted, to Norfolk type rotation (C7), with 15 - 15.5 MOTUs predicted, highlighting an effect of the number of crops in succession on the AMF communities. Higo et al. [30]
came to a similar conclusion comparing the AMF assemblages in the soil associated to soybean-wheat rotation
and to soybean monocropping.
One explanation could be given considering a certain host plant preference by AMF [31] [32] and a moderate
soil disturbance (no fertilization, conventional annual tillage of 20-cm depth) characterizing the experimental
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Table 2. Observed versus estimated MOTUs, based on ACE and Chao1 non-parametric richness estimators, and Shannon-Weaver diversity index (H'). Maize monoculture (C1), maizealfalfa (C3), maize-wheat (C5) and Norfolk type rotation (C7) were analyzed in two separated
parcels per rotation type (−1 and −2).
Crop
rotation

Observed
MOTUs

C1-1

Estimated MOTUs

Diversity index
O/Ea

ACE

CHAO

Average ACE-CHAO

H'

10

11.18

10.25

10.71

0.93

2.19

C1-2

8

8.39

8.00

8.20

0.98

1.89

C3-1

10

10.00

10.00

10.00

1.00

2.32

C3-2

8

11.82

9.00

10.41

0.77

1.80

C5-1

12

12.91

12.20

12.55

0.96

2.30

C5-2

10

14.82

13.00

13.91

0.72

2.19

C7-1

9

17.75

12.33

15.04

0.60

1.58

C7-2

9

19.00

12.00

15.50

0.58

1.85

a

O/E = No. MOTUs observed divided by No. MOTUs estimated (average value between the two non-parametric
richness estimators ACE and Chao1).

field used for sampling. Such agrotechnical regime could have facilitated the durability of AMF inocula in the
soil, even in absence of the “optimal” host for some of them. From this point of view the Norfolk type rotation
could have been favored in the accumulation of more diversity both for the higher number of crops in succession
and for the shorter time between a crop and the following.

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, the present study represents the most extended molecular analysis on the effect of different crop
rotations on the AMF assemblages in the soil. According to the molecular evidence, crop rotation practice seems
to affect the AMF community. The differences in species composition and structure between AMF communities,
dominated largely by widespread generalists such as Rhizophagus irregularis and Funneliformis mosseae, appeared due to stochastic reasons. Nevertheless a clear trend regarding the “true diversity”, decreasing from Norfolk type to monoculture AMF community, was detected, suggesting the number of crops in rotation among the
factor drivers of AMF community shaping.
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